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PREFACE

ID
This reportdescribesresearchcompletedin the first six months of a
41 contract(ENV-829UK(H)) between the Commissionof the EuropeanCommunities
41 (CEC) and the NaturalEnvironmentResearchCouncil (NERC),entitled
'Predictingthe Effects of Acid Rain on Water Quality'. The researchhas
40	
been carriedout at the Instituteof Hydrology(H), a componentbody of
NERC.
41
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INTRODUCTION

In recentyears significantchangesin stream acidityhave been
observed in Scandinavianand British catchmentsand these changeshave
been attributedto acid deposition. Researchhas been conductedon a wide
range of processesaffectingstream acidity and there is now a need to study
the integratedprocessbehaviourat the catchmentscale. Studiesat the
Instituteof Hydrologyand elsewherehave shown that mathematicalmodels of
catchmenthydrologycan be developedgiven a suitabledata base. Hydro-
logicalmodels are an essentialrequirementof any water qualitystudy since
it is necessaryto provide informationon water movement and the associated
residencetimes before chemicalprocessequationscan be appliedto predict
water quality.
Fundamentalto any catchmentmodellingstudy is the need for
adequatedata on hydrologicaland chemicalvariablestogetherwith information
on soil characteristicsand soil-waterinteractions.
EXPERIMENTALSTUDIES
As part of the CEC - NERC contractthe Instituteof Hydrologyis
establishinga catchmentstudy in the Cairngormregion oZ Scotlandin
collaborationwith DAFS (Departmentof Agricultureand Fisheriesfor
Scotland)and the MacaulayInstitute. IH would be responsiblefor providing
stream gauging,rainfallstations,a weather station,snow surveys,sampling
and continuouswater qualitymonitoring. IH would also be responsible
for the subsequentdata management,analysisand interpretation.DAYS would
be responsiblefor all chemicaland biologicalanalysis,with the exception
of snowmen chemistry,which would be undertakenby IH. The Macaulay
Institutewould be responsiblefor soil-surveysand soil-waterchemistry.
Details of the initial surveywork on this catchmentare given in Appendix1.
In additionto the Cairngormcatchmentstudy, the Instituteof
Hydrologyis alreadyassociatedwith severalmajor catchmentstudies
includingthe Balquhidderproject (SouthEast Scotland),the Loch Dee
project (SouthWest Scotland),the Llynn Brianne project (SouthWales)
and the PlynlimonCatchmentStudy (Mid-Wales). All of thesewill
providevaluableinformationon differentcatchmentgeology and soils,
differentland uses (particularlyforestry)and differentmanagement
practices,with specificapplicationto the controlof acidityin UK
catchments. Additionalstudieson pH measurementhave shown the
difficultiesinvolvedin obtainingreliabledata for modellingpurposes
(see Appendix2). Thus a wide range of process informationwill be
availablewith which to develophydrologicaland chemicalmodels and
assess the effectsof long term and short term manageuentchanges.
3 MODELLINGSTUDIES
3.1 Objectives

The hydrologicaland chemicaldata collectedfrom the catchment
studies forus the basis of a comprehensivemodellingresearchprogramme
by IH. The objectivesof this aspect of the study are as follows:-
to provide a comprehensiveframeworkwith which to assess
the sensitivityof hydrologicaland chemicalprocessescon-
trollingcatchmentacidity;
to assist in the planningof field and laboratory
experiments;
to aid in the interpretationand analysisof field data;
to investigatethe short-termdynamicresponseor catchment
behaviourand assess the impactof .'ecidshocks.'on the
aquaticenvironment;
to assess the long7termacidificationproblem and the
possibiiitiesof remedialmanagementaction.
3.2 Background

The researchprogrammedrawsheavily on the wide range of
experienceavailableat IH in hydrologicaland chemicalmodelling.
Hydrologicalmodels have been developedand applied to a
spectrumof catchmentsfrom smallupland basins of a few hectares in
area to major multi-tributaryriver systemsof many thousandsof
hectaresin area. Models of varying time scales are availableand of
varying spatial complexityso that many aspectsof hydrological
phenomenamay be investigated. For example the IHDM (Instituteof
HydrologyDistributedModel - Morris, 1980) is a physics-basedmodel
which allows the detailedmovement of water to be followedthrough
vegetation,snow, soil, overlandand in stream channels. It is
thereforean ideal base for the investigationof short term events.
A second distributedmodel (TOPMODEL- Beven et al, 1983, 84) makes
some simplifyingassumptionsbut also providesspatialpatternsof
soil moisture levels and runoffproduction. The model requiresless
computationaleffort and is thereforebetter suited to long period
simulations. Further systemmodels of catchmenthydrologyand re-
cursivemethods of time series analysisare availableat Illand have
been applied to model catchmenthydrology (Whiteheadet al, 1979).
In terms of modellingwater quality (chemicalhydrology)IH has
undertakenresearchfor the UK departmentof the Environment,the
EuropeanCommissionand the Anglian and Thames Water Authorities.
Modellingstudieshave includedoxygen balances in rivers,nitrate
studies,the movement and distributionof heavy metals, dispersion
studiesand the modellingof algal growth processes(Whiteheadet al,
1981, 1984,Whitehead,1980). As in the case of hydrologicalmodels,
model complexitycan vary considerablyfrom simple time seriesmodels
to detailedreactionkineticmodels incorporatingdispersionand
mixing processes. That such models can be applied to catchment
acidificationhas been demonstratedby Christophersenet al (1982,1984)
and Cosby et al (1985)at the Universityof Virginia; IH has developed
strong collaborativelinkswith both thesemodellinggroups. Both
chemicalmodels developedby these researchersare availableat Ill
for applicationto UK catchmentstudies. In addition,we have recently
41
41
4111 applied recursivetime series approachto catchmentdata from Norway,
41 Scotlandand Wales and developedmodels of the dominantprocessescon-
41 trollingstream acidity (Whiteheadet al, 1984 - see Appendix9).
Furtherprocessmodels have been developedby Morris et al, 1984 ( see
41 Appendix4) on the pollutionof snowmeltin a Cairngornscatchmentstudy
41 in Scotland.
41
Thus a sophisticatedsuite of modellingtechniques'rig'available
41 „at Iliand thesewill be furtherdevelopedand enhancedduring the project.
41
41 3.3 Modellin filtrate and a lication
41 It is proposedto adopt a modular approachto modellingso that
41 the most appropriatehydrologicaland chemicalmodels are applied to any
41 particularcatchment. With the wide variety of catchmentland use,
geology,hydrologyand chemistrya single universalmodel is unlikelyto
41 be applicable. Rather a spectrumof models will be requiredfor application
41 to differentcatchments.
41
Hydrologicaland chemicalmodels will be applied to catchmentdata
41
and modifiedas necessaryto incorporaterelevantprocesses. Chemical
41 and hydrologicalprocesseswill be reviewedand mixing processesin-
41 vestigatedto ensure that the correctcombinationof chemicalreactions,
41
mixing and dispersionis incorporated. Sensitivityanalysiswill be per-
formed to assess parameteruncertaintyand this informationwill be used
41 to refine field and laboratoryexperiments.
41
41
The models will be used to assessboth short term and long term
changes in stream acidity. For example long term recordsof past
a41 acidity can be reconstructedby paleo-ecologicalstudies (Batterbee,1984)
41 and the models can be tested against these observedchanges given information
41
on acid depositionlevels. Such long term simulationscould be used to
assess the effectsof futureacid depositionscenarios. However such
41 analysisshouldbe undertakenas part of a stochasticsimulationexercise
41 to provide informationan confidencelevels.
41
Short term on dynamicresponsesof catchmentsare particularlyimr
41 portant for predictingthe effect on fisheriesor water resources. The
41 modelswill provide valuableinformationon dynamic changeswhich can be
linked to the DAFFS fisheriesstudies and river authoritywater resource
concerns.
Finally the aspect of land use and managementpracticewill be
extensivelystudied using informationfrom the Loch Dee, Plynlimon,
Brianne and Balquhiddercatchmentstudies. Effects of land use change
and the possibilityof managingcatchmentsto minimisestream acidity
will be fully exploredusing the models.
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APPENDIXI
THE PROJECTCATCHMENTSTUDY
41
r41
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Introduction Ue
40
This report is concernedwith the detailedcatchmentstudy commissioned
41 ,the CEC and the Royal SocietySurfaceWater AcidificationProject
WAP). Three researchinstituteswill take part in the study. These are
41 e Fresh Water FisheriesLaboratory,Pitlochry(FFL); The Macaulay
stitutefor Soil Science,Aberdeen(M) and the Instituteof Hydrology,
41 llingford(IH). The aims of the catchmentstudy may be summarised
leflyas follows:-
1. To study processescontrollingthe chemistryof surfacewaters in
41 an area sensitiveto the effectsof acid deposition.
41 2. To study the effect of acidificationand especiallyof acid
episodesin surfacewaters on aquaticbiota.
41
3. To providea completeand reliableset of data which may he used
41 to test and develophydro-chemicalmodels. These modelswill
allow the effectsof futureacid depositionto be predictedand
41 the long term consequencesof acid depositionin the area to he
assessed.
41
2. ResearchPro asme
41
The researchprogramsof the three Instituteshave been designedto
41 cover the whole range of processesin the catchment. The work to be done
by each Institutehas not yet been completelyfinalisedbut the broad
41 outlinesare as follows
41 (i) Preci itationand chemicalinputs (IH)
41 Rainfallwill be measuredat five sites at hourly intervals. The
siteswill be chosen to cover a range of altitudesand aspectsso that a
41 distributedrainfallinput to the catchmentmay be established. At the
same sites, samplesof rain for chemicalanalysiswill be collectedat
41 weekly intervalsand over rain storm episodesusing automaticsamplers.
Snow inputswill be measuredat ten sites using snow stakesand
41 measurementsof the attentuationof natural X-ray radiation. Fresh snow
sampleswill be collectedfor chemicalanalysisat regularweekly intervals
41 and after major snow storms. As well as the regularmonitoringof inputs
experimentswill be undertakento investigatethe spatialvariabilityof
41 rain and fresh snow chemistryand the rates of solid particledeposition.
41 (ii) Processes within the snowpack(IH)
41 Regularmeasurementsof verticalprofilesof density,grain size,
temperature,water contentand snow chemistrywill be made. Thesewill
41 allow the processesof redistributionof pollutantswithin the snowpackas
it matures to be studied. The meltwaterreleasedat the base of the
41 snowpackwill be collectedby automaticsamplersso that the quantityand
quality of the water input to the soil during snowmeltwill be monitored.
41 This is importantsince preferentialelution of impuritiesfrom snow can be
a major cause of acid episodesin streamwater. The spatialdistribution
41 of meltwaterinputsover the catchmentwill be establishedusing a network
of five melt gauges set into the soil surfacenear the raingaugesand
41 recordingat hourly intervals.
•
0
Eva oration and evapotransiration (IH)
Hourly measurementsof solar and net radiation,humdity,wind speed
and directionand air temperaturewill be made using an AutomaticWeather 40
Stationsituatedin the centreof the catchment. These data will be used
to estimateevaporationand evapotranspirationover the catchmenton a
routine basis. Short-termprocessexperimentswill also be undertakento
look in detail at evapotranspirationfrom heather and evaporationfrom snow 40
using a small weighing lysimeter.
40
Soil rocesses(M)
A full field surveywill be made of the distributionof soilswithin
the catchment. Physicalpropertiesand chemicalbehaviourof the soils 10
will be investigatedin the laboratory. At several siteswithin the
catchmentfield lysimeterswill be used to monitor the quantityand quality
of water flawing in the varioussoil horizonsand over the surfaceof the
ground. These siteswill be as far as possiblethe same as those used for
collectingmeteorologicaldata and the processexperimentsdescribedin
sections (ii) and (iii). The water contentof the soil will be monitored,
if possibleon a weekly basis,using a neutron probe.
Streamflow(FFL, IH)
40
In order to achieve the requiredaccuracyin measurementsof stream
flow from the catchment(4 10%)it will be necessaryto build a gauging II
structureat the catchmentoutlet. This structurewill be rated by
dilution gauging throughoutthe four years of the researchprogramme. A II
small weir may also be installedwithin the catchmentif a suitablesite is
available. The stream chemistrywill be monitoredon a regular 40
twice-weeklybasis and sampleswill also be taken at hourly intervals
during acid episodes. Electricalconductivity,stream temperature,stream II
flow and pH will be recordedat 20 minute intervals. Dissolvedorganic
material and suspendedsolidswill also be measured. II
Aquatic biota (FFL) 40
Fish populationstudieswill be undertakenwith specificreferenceto
the effect of the intensityand durationof episodicchemicalfluctuations
on egg survival. 40
3. Criteriafor the choiceof catchment 40
The scientificcriteriafor the choiceof catchmenthave been 40
establishedby discussionsbetween the SWAP managementcommitteeand the
three researchorganisationsinvolvedin the study. They may be summarised 40
as follows:-
(i) The catchmentshould be in the Up er Spe re ion
This region has been identifiedby the FFL as one in which important
fisheriesare vulnerableto episodicchemicalfluctuations. Becauseof the
particularcharacterof the acid inputs,hydrologyand geochemistryof the
region, streamsare at a transitionalstage of acidificationwhere 40
backgroundlevelsare not so high that fish have disappeared(as in the
LochAardregion) but peaks of acidityare high enough to producetoxic
effects especiallyduringmore sensitivestages of the life cycle.
40
40
IP
The catchmentshouldhave thin soils on a slowly-weatherin bedrock
ID
These are favourableconditionsfor the productionof acid episodesin
IP the catchmentstream; this criterionensures that the catchmentrepresents
the most sensitiveareas of the transitionalUpper Spey region.
2
The preferredarea of the catchmentis defined by a number of
factors. Episodiceventsdecreasein importanceas cstchmentsize
increases,so there is an upper limit of around 25 kmc on the preferred
4111 area. On the otherhand fish do not reach very small, high-levelmountain
streams,so there is a lower limit of about 5 km2 on catchmentsize. The
maximum size for a researchcatchmentwhich is to be intensivelymonitored
and surveyedis about 10 km2. For greaterareas costs become prohibitive.
ID
(iv) There shouldbe a ood gaugin site
In order to measurewater and pollutantoutputs from the catchment
IP accurately,it is necessaryto have a site where as much as possibleof the
output leaves the catchmentin the stream rather than through the soil.
This means that the streammust flow over bed-rockand throughrock banks.
Furthermore,the approachto the gaugingsite should be as straightas
41	 possible,and not too steep. Otherwiseany gaugingstructureinstalledin
the streamwill not act as it has been designedto do and a large amount of
411	 dilutiongaugingwill be requiredto establishthe relationbetween stage
and discharge (the ratingcurve). There should be no possibilityof
ID bypassingof the structureat high flows.
41 (v) The catchmentshouldnot be forested
Previousresearchhas shown that afforestationhas a marked effect on
the hydrologicaland hydrochemicalbehaviourof a catchment. Work will
continueon this problemin the Loch Aard region but as far as the Upper
Spey is concernedthe aim is to investigatethe effectsof acid deposition
on the area in its natural state. Remnantsof the ancientnatural forest
in the catchmentwould be acceptablebut there shouldbe no areas planted
40 with trees if possible.
(vi) There shouldbe ood access
411 In practicethis means that the gaugingsite should be accessibleby
Landroveror similarvehicle at all times of the year, except perhaps
40	 during very heavy snow stormswhen main roads in the area are closed. This
is importantbecausethis will be the main point at which water samples (up
ID	 to 2 kg of water per sample for trace metal analysis)will be collected.
Ease of accesswithin the catchmentis desirablebut not essential.
40
The catchmentshouldhave an area of about 10 km
4. Surve of PotentialSites
Backgroundinformationto assist the search for a suitablecatchment
in the Upper Spey regionhas kindlybeen providedby the Elgin office of
the North East River PurificationBoard. On 22nd August 1983 water
sampleswere taken from 55 streamsin the region. Since this was after
a period of prolongeddroughtthe chemistryof the samplesreflectsthe
chemistryof baseflow in each catchment. The baseflowor "background"
levelsof alkalinity,pHand eletricalconductivity(whichis a measureof
total dissolvedload) for the 15 catchmentsfor which these values were
lowestare shown in Table 1. Catchmentswhich were chosen for regular
monitoringare starred. Chemicaldata for these catchmentsare available
from NERPB at monthly intervals. Clearly a granite bedrockwith no till
or peat produces the lowestvalues of alkalinity,pH and conductivityin
base flow. The first few catchmentsin Table 1 were thereforeregarded
as good potentialcandidatesfor the SWAP experimentalsite. Indeedthe
Allt Ruadh and Allt Fhearnaganwere recomnendedby the FFL who had already
been studyingthese catchments. The NCC office in Aviemorealso suggested
that the Allt na Cuhaige at Lagg (624932)might be suitable. Two other
catchments,the Allt a'Mharcaidh(881045)and Allt Chriocaidh (853098)were
identifiedas possible sites from topographicaland geologicalmaps.
The results of a surveyof these catchmentsmade in January 1985 are
summarisedin Table 2. All were examined for possiblegaugingsites except
the BeanaidhBheag which was not accessibleat the time. For each of the
scientificcritera identifiedin the previous sectiona mark of
1 meets the criterionwell
2 just meets the criterion
3 fails to meet the criterion
has been assigned. Where there is no gauging site (ie a mark of "3" in
column 4) the access is also given a mark of 3. Otherwisethe marks are
independent. Clearly the only catchmentwhich meets all the criteriawell
is the Allt a'Mharcaidh. This catchment (area10 km') is a tributary
the R. Feshie. The bedrock is graniteand soils are very thin with rock
exposed in most of the highestareas. There is a small area of ancient
forestnear the catchmentoutlet but otherwisethe vegetationis heather
and mountaintundra. There is an excellentgauging site 100 m from the
end of a ForestryCommissionroad which is accessibleeven in deep snow
conditions. The pH of baseflowin January 1985 was low, at 6.2. A prelimi-
nary study by FFL has locateda spawningground for trout and salmon just
below the gauging site propsedby IH. All three Institutesworking on the
project are satisfiedthat the Allt a'Mharcaidhwill be a suitablesite.
We thereforerecommendthat the Allt a'Mharcaidhcatchmentshould be
chosen for the SWAP experimentalcatchmentif access and planningpermission
can be obtained. Since the catchmentlies in the NaturalNature Reserve full
discussionsmust be held with the NCC and the local conservationgroups.
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APPENDIX2
FIELD AND LABORATORYMEASUREMENTOF PH IN
LOW CONDUCTIVITYNATURALWATERS
Field and laboratorymeasurementof pH in low conductivity
naturalwaters
C Meal and A G Thomas
Instituteof Hydrology
Maclean Building
CrommarshGifford
Wallingford Ocon 0E10 83B
Introduction
The accuratemeasurementof pH is fundamentalto most environmental
and hydrogeologicalstudies. Many mineral and ion exchangeequilibriaare
controlledby acidity levelsand establishmentof saturationindices
requiresaccuraciesto within 0.1 pH units. Correspondingly,in studies of
the impact of acidic deposition,accuratepH measurementof rainfall,
surface runoff and unsaturatedzone/groundwater it is essentialto
establishthe proton sourcesand sinks in the varioushydrological
pathways. Measurementof pH both in the field and laboratoryalmost
universallyinvolveselectrodesystems based on silver - silver chloride
and calomelcells; these devicesalthoughconvenient,inexpensiveand
portableare in many instancesnot sufficientlyaccuratefor low
conductivitywaters such as rainfalland many upland streams. Numerous
studiesfor biologicaland inorganic systemsas well as inter laboratory
comparisonshave demonstratedthis problem (Illingworth,1981;Tyree, 1981;
Mason, 1984, Covingtonet al, in press);hydrogen ion concentration
discrepanciesof up to an order of magnitudeare observedeven under
laboratoryconditions. Such inaccuracieswill be exacerbatedin the more
testingenvironmentof field measurement. Mmprovedelectrodesbased on a
free diffusionliquid junctionand flowingsample are being designed
(Covingtonet al, 1983,in press),however,these are not readilyavailable
and may not be suitablefor field use.
A descriptionof the sourcesof these errors is given and suggestions
are made for pragsaticsolutionsto the problemsencountered. It is
concludedthat a fresh approachto field and laboratorymeasurementof the
pH of low conductivitywaters is urgentlyneeded.
Magnitudeand Sourcesof Error
Laboratoryand field studieshave shown at least 4 major sources
of error with pH measurementusing Ag/Ag Cl and calomelelectrodes. These
studieshave employedcommonlyused electrodesfrom variousmanufacturers
•	 to providea limited,but representative,selection. The differenttypes
of error are describedbelow,detailedresultsare describedelsewherein-
IP
report form (Nealand Thomas in press)
40 (1) DifferentpH responsesare obtainedwhen differentelectrodesare
used on low conductivitystreamwaters and dilute sulphuricacid
411 solutions(evenwhen ionic strength,buffers (KM are added).
IP Thesedifferencesshow that while consistentresultscan be
40 obtainedby differentworkers using the same electrode(i.e.
precisionis high), major differencesoccur when different
electrodesare used (i.e.accuracyis low). For example the pH
411 of an upland streamwater (Afon Hore) of low conductivityvaried
IP by up to 0.6 units, a 4 fold differencein hydrogenio
n
concentration,accordingto which of 6 electrodeswere used.
4111 Correspondinglyfor a 10-4 N sulphuricacid solutionthe pH
ID varied by 0.8 units, a 6 fold differencein hydrogenion
concentration(for 11 electrodes). Such variationsare usually
consideredrelatedto differencesin the liquidjunctionsof the
IP variouselectrodesused (Illingworth,1981)althoughthe glass
IP electrodealso does not behave "ideally"(Covingtonet al, in
press);all the electrodeswere calibratedsatisfactorilyusing
standardNBS buffers;i.e. the Nernst response(electrode
40 efficiency)lay between 95 and 100% and resultswere independent
40 of the meters used and the analysts.
410
The electroderesponsetime varied accordingto the particular
IP	 electrodeused and its storagehistory. For example stable
readingswere achievedmore slowly, for most of the electrodes
IP	 tested,when the electrodewas transferredfrom buffe
r to low
conductivitywaters. Transferringsubsequentlyfrom low
ID	 conductivityto other low conductivitywaters, decreasedthe time
to achieve a stablevalue. Stablereadings,in several cases,
ID took over 1 hour to achievewhen the previoussolutionwas a
buffer althoughin some cases reactiontimes were of the order of
minutes. Errors incurreddue to unstablereadingscould amount
to 0.6 pH. This effect probablyrelates to contamination/
diffusionin the electrode'sporous plug (liquidjunction).
Differencesin temperaturebetween sample,buffer and electrode
ID introduceddiscrepanciesof up to 0.7 pH for a temperaturerange
10 6 to leC even after temperaturecompensationalthoughresponse
varied accordingto the individuallow conductivitywater
analysed. For example,Afon Hore stream water at field
temperature(02C)gave a pH of 4.9, at 6°C this value was reducea
to 4.4 and at 10C it was increasedto 5.1, the electrodesand
buffersbeing at ICC in the first instance. Analogous
discrepancieswere observedin the field as the electrodecooled
to the temperatureof the stream. One possiblesource of these
differencesis the slow precipitationor solutionof KC1 in the
referenceelectrode.
(4) Errors associatedwith stirringthe sample during pH measurement
can give systematicerrors of up to 0.5 pH with the stirred
values being lower. This phenomenonis commonlyassumed to be
associatedwith streamingpotentialand has been described
previously(Bates, 1973). While adding an ionic strengthbuffer
(0.02N KC1) stabilisedthe readings,the large inter-electrode
variationsin values remained.
Discussion
Given these results,informalcommentsmade by other workers at
severalmeetings,the resultsof Illingworth(1981)and interlaboratory
-studies (Tyree, 1981;Mason, 1984),major problemsexist in pH measurement
of low conductivitywaters. For example,the typical pH measurementerrors
observed (0.5 pH) would make correlationof fish mortality,from laboratory
studies, to lake acidity (Recordet al, 1982;Mason, 1984;Howellset al.
1984)very difficult. The great variationin the techniquesof pH
measurementand in the equipmentused by the various laboratoriescasts
doubts upon the accuracyof the quoted pH values in the literature
notwithstandingthe precisionof the various sets of data. This is of
profoundimportanceto the establishmentof multinational/multidisciplinary
studies planned for the near future on acidic deposition,as well as to the
interpretationof historicaldata on acidity.
In the absenceof a definitivesolutionto the problem several
possiblepragmaticalternativescan enhance the reproducibilityof
measurement. Mese include (i) the introductionof new electrodes
(Covingtonet al, 1983)for laboratoryuse which avoid the liquid junction
potentialproblem, (ii)new calibrationsolutionsmore representativeof
the samplesunder investigation(Gallowayand Cosby, 1979), (iii)
the additionof an inert electrolyteto increasethe conductivityof the
samplesnear to that of the electrodefillingsolution(Whitfield,1971),
to reduce the stirringeffect (iv) pH measurementshouldbe made under
isothermalconditionswith buffer solutions,electrodesused and waters -
II
collectedbeing at field temperature,(v) where severalgroups measure
acidity for the same project/locationa thoroughintercomparisonunder
working conditionsis required,(vi) the standardapproachto acceptanceof
40 an electrode,ie the gradientof the Nern
st Slope,is inappropriateand
should be changedto includemeasurementsof dilutemineral acids of knout
pH. This final alternativeshould also be incorporatedinto manufacturer's
electrodespecification.
Whateverthe intermediatesolutionadopted,the introductionof a
universallyappliedstandardisedmethod using electrodeswhich have been
shown to providereproducibleresults is imperative.
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APPENDIX3
A TIME SERIES APPROACHTO MODELLINGSTREAM ACIDITY
INTRODUCTION
In recent years acid rain has had significanteffects on water qualityin
North American,Scandinavianand Europeanrivers,lakes and reservoirs.
Extensiveresearchhas been conductedon individualprocessesaffectingacidity
(e.g. interception,rock weathering,soil chemistry)and there is now a need to
study the integratedprocessbehaviourat the catchmentscale. Studiesin the
USA and Norway have shown that descriptivemathematicalmodels can be developed
successfullygiven a suitabledata base. Such models providean understanding
of the interactionsbetweenchemicaland hydrologicalprocessesand in the
futuremay allow realisticpredictionsto be made of the long term acidityof
catchments,the possibleeffectsof land use change and the short term acute
effects such as acidityassociatedwith snowmelt.
MODELLINGPROCEDURES
Physical,chemicaland biologicalcomponentsall affect the behaviourof
catchmentrunoffwater qualityand it is not surprisingthat a wide range of
models have been developedto predict stream acidity. A summaryof the
approachesthat may be used in such circumstancesis given in Figure 1 which
shows the two ingredientsnecessaryfor a suitablemodel. Firstly,a knowledge
of the theoreticalbehaviouris requiredso that the correct principlescan be
incorporated. Secondlyexperimentalor field data are requiredto calibrate
and validate the models. Models vary accordingto the degree to which
theoreticalinformationis includedand the extent to which data are used to
derive or estimatemodel parameters.
A conventionalapproachis to use physical,chemicaland biological
theoriesto derive partialdifferentialequationdescriptionsof the system
under investigation. These models are likelyto be non-linearand although
they representthe best informationavailableon the system behaviourthey are
certainlynot perfect representations.For example the heterogeneousnature of
a catchmentboth chemicallyand hydrologicallydefies precisemathematical
representation,or the constantlychangingshape of a river bed cannot be
reproducedpreciselyin a mathematicalform. Moreover,the solutionof partial
differentialequationsis particularlydifficultrequiringfinitedifferenceor
finite elementapproximations. Such approximationsmay introducenumerical
dispersionunless extremecare is taken and thus even computersolutionsmay
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Figure 1. Combining "Theoretical" knowledge and field Measurements
in the Modelling Procedure (adapted from Beck, 1984)
not accuratelyportray the behaviourrepresentedby the model equations.
Neverthelesssome of the most advancedmodellingresearchhas resultedin
partialdifferentialequationdescriptions(tam and Simons 1982)and thesemay
become availableas modellingpackages. Users not familiarwith the
difficultiesof numericalintegrationtechniquesmay however be mislead by the
model results.
An approachwhich avoidssolutionproblemsof this type is to linearize
the equations. This approachproducessensiblesolutionsprovidedthe system
is not changingrapidlyor has not moved away from the linearizationrange
(when linearizationerrors become large). Anothersimplifiedapproachis to
develop ordinarydifferentialequationmodels (Christophersenet. al., 1982and
Cosby et. al., 1984). In order to use these approaches,assumptionsare made
to lump system characteristicsor parameters. Thus a catchmentmay be
segmentedinto compartmentsand soil characteristicsare assumed to apply
uniformlyover a compartment. The advantageof this approachis that the model
equationscan be solved with relativeease and the model parametersdetermined
by calibrationagainst field data. The disadvantageis that errors may be
introducedby the lumpingof system characteristics. However,providedcare is
taken this simplifiedmodellingapproachis often very productive.
The other source of informationrequiredfor model developmentis
experimentalor field'datawith which to calibrateand validatemodels.
Samplingerrors and laboratoryanalysiserrors are common (Whiteheadet. al.,
1981, UNESCO report, 1978)and these should always be consideredin any
modellingstudy. Thus expendingconsiderablecomputationeffort in solving
partialdifferentialequationsmay be totallyinappropriateif there is
insufficientaccuratedata to calibratethe model.
Recentlythere has been researchconductedon the estimationof model
parametersfrom hydrologicaland water quality field data (Beckand Young,
1976,Whitehead, 1979, 1980,Whiteheadet. al., 1979, 1981, 1984). These
estimationtechniquesprovidean efficientmeans of analysingwater quality
data and althoughlumped parametermodels are generallyused in combination
with these techniques,the joint approachrepresentsan efficientprocedure,
drawing the maximum degree of informationfrom the data whilst incorporating
theoreticalknowledgeof processbehaviour. It is the applicationof these
estimationtechniquesthat is consideredin this paper.
ID
ID 3, TINE SERIESMODELLINGTECHNIQUES
ID Time series modelsare suitablewhere the overallinput-outputbehaviour
ie of prime importanceand where internalmechanismsare particularlycomplex.
It is assumed that a 'lawof large systems'applies (Young, 1978)whereby the
combinationof all the complexnon-linearand distributedelementsgives rise
to an aggregatedsystembehaviourthat is relativelysimple in dynamicterms.
The single-inputsingle-outputblack-boxmodel as shown in Figure 2, is
specifiedby a linearstochasticdifferenceequationof the form:
4,
ID yk [B(z-1)/A(z-I)]uk+ [D(z-1)/C(z-1)]ek (1)
IP
where uk and yk representthe input (flow)and output (hydrogenions) time
series at time k; z-1 is a backwardshift operator, (xkz-1= xk-1); ek is a
zero mean seriallyuncorrelatedsequenceof randomvariableswith variance02
ID (discretewhite noise), i.e. E(ek) = 0, and:
40
111,j =.1c40 E(ekek)026jkwith 6jk = (2)
0, j k
IP ek is also assumed independentof the deterministicinput. In addition,A, B,
40 C and D are polynomialsin z-1 of order n, i.e.:
IP
A(z-1) = 1 + a1z-1 + a2z-2 + + anz-n
4p
13(z-1) bo + biz-1 + b2z-2 + + bnz-n
IP (3)
,-Ckz1, 1 + c -1 + c2z-2 + ..• + cnz
411/
D(z-1) 1 + d1z-1 + d2z-2 + + dnz
ek
NOISE PROCESS
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Fig 2. Input—Output time—series model
Eq.1 constitutesthereforea model of the deterministicand stochastic
aspectsof the system in which the past history of the input- output data
providessome degree of model structure.
Thereare several techniquesfor estimatingmodel parameters;for example
Box and Jenkins (1970)utilisedan optimizationprocedure. In the present
approach,the parameterscharacterisingthe deterministicor process
time—seriesmodel, a and b, are estimatedusing a recursiveinstrumental
variableapproximatemaximum likelihood(recursiveIVAML) procedurein which
the parameterestimatesare updateda sample at a time while working serially
throughthe data (Younget. al., 1971).
The instrumentalvariable (IV) procedure for estimatingthe unknown
parametersa and b requiresthat the system equationis firstwritten in the
followingalternativevector form:
Yk M IkTa lk (4)
where
LkT (- yk-1, - Yk-n, uk, ..-) uk-n)
aT = (al, ..., an, ND, bn)


nk = alk-1 + + aritk_n+
The IV estimateak of a at the kth instant is then given by the recursive
IV algorithm:
ak 8k-1 - 1'k-1Ilk[zkTPk-1 1]-1 lzkT - Yk)


Pk Pk-1 - 1'k-1Ilk[zknak-lilk1]-1 zkirPk-1
where Xkl.= (- xk_i, - uk-n) is a vector of instrumental
variablesgeneratedby the "auxiliary"model:
ii(z- 1)xki(z_l)uk (7)
where
A(z-1) - 1 + ilz-1 ++ Anz- fl
(8)
11(z-1)= So + glz-1++
The choice of the a prioriestimatesrequiredby the auxiliarymodel can
be based upon either physicalknowledgeof the system obtainedfrom prior
identificationstudies,or from the biased least-squaresestimatesobtainedin
an initialestimationrun. As the estimationimprovesthe auxiliarymodel is
updated in order to enhance the quality of the IV vector and so improvethe
statisticalefficiencyof the estimates.This updatingcan be carriedout in
one of two ways.Firstly the recursiveestimatescan he used as the basis for
continuousupdatingof the auxiliarymodel parameters.Secondly an off-line
iterativeprocedurecan be used in which there are repeatedruns throughthe
block of data with the auxiliary-modelestimatesupdatedonly after each run is
finished.This iterativeprocedureis consideredcompletewhen further
iterationyields negligiblechange in the estimates.Both approachesare
describedin detail elsewhere(Younget. al.,1971; Young,1974) but, not
surprisingly,experiencehas shown that the iterativemethod is able to
"refine"the estimatesand yield superiorestimationperformance,particularly
in applicationswhere there is a relativepaucityof data.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
0
41
41
41
41
•
While the iterativescheme providesfinal "refined"estimatesit is the
recursiveaspectsof the algorithmwhich are of particularimportanceduring
the model identificationstage. Here an additionaldegree of flexibilityis
41
41
requiredto allow explicitlyfor the estimationof possibleparametricchange
over the observationalinterval.
41
•
The recursiveIVAMLalgorithmhas been incorporatedinto a time series 41
analysis computerprogrampackage (Shellswell,and Young 1973;Hutch and 41
Whitehead,1976; Venn and Day,1977), and has been applied to the modellingof
water quality data for severalsystems (Whiteheadand O'Connell,1984).
0


40


•
•
40
41
40
41 The time series techniqueshave been extendedto estimatemulti-variable
systems (Youngand Whitehead,1977;Jakemanand Young, 1979)and applied to40
water quality problems. Such models are relevantin this study becauseof the
40 complexityof catchmentchemistryand hydrologicalbehaviour.
41
40 The model has the followingdiscretetime state-spacerepresentationof a
multi-variable(multi-inputmulti-output),lineardynamic system:
40
41 xk Axic-1+Buk (9)
41
40 where xk = (x1,kx2,k..xm,k)Tis an n-dimensionalvectorof state variablesthat
characterisethe systemat the kth instantof time. uk = (ul,ku2,k...um,k)T40
41
is an m-dimensionalvector of deterministicinputvariables,also sampledat
the kth time instant,while A and B are, respectively,n x n and n x m matrices
40 with elements:
40
aij (i, j = 1,2, ..., n) and bij(i = 1,2, ..., n;j = 1,2, ...,m)411
41 As in the case of the single input - single output case a recursiveI.V.
algorithmmay be used to estimate the model parameters(Youngand Whitehead,
1977, Jakemanand Young, 197Y).40
4. CATCHMENTSSTUDIES
40
The data used in the presentmodellingstudieshave been obtainedfrom40
three principalcatchmentareas, Loch Dee in SouthWest Scotland,Birkenes
41 catchmentin SouthernNorway,and Plynlimonin Mid Wales.
40
40 Loch Dee
40 Loch Dee has a remote setting in the GallowayHills in South West Scotland
40	 (see Figure 3). The catchmentis made up of three sub-basins:the DargallLane
to the west, the White Laggan Burn with its tributarythe Black Laggantowards40
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40 the south, and the GreenBurn enteringfrom the south east. The outflowat the
north east end of the loch is the source of the River Dee and up to this point
the catchmenthas an area of 15.6km2 of which the loch surfaceitself occupies
1.0km2. Catchmentaltitudesrange from 225 m on the loch shore to 716 m
4111	 on Lamachanat the head of the Dargall Lane. Nearly two thirds of the
catchmentlies above 305 m (1000ft). Geologically
the area comprisestwo distinctrock types: Ordoviciangreywackes/shalesand
granitesof Old Red SandstoneAge (Loch Dee Report, 1982).
The climatein this regionis cool and wet. Annualrainfallaverages
ID 2200 mm and monthly fallsof less than 25 mm are rare. Night frostsare common
throughoutthe year. Basedon a daily mean temperaturethresholdvalue of 6°C
4111 the growing season variesbetween 220 days at the loch side to 150 on the high
groundwhere littlegrowth can be expectedbefore the end of May.
ID
IP Birkenes
The southernarea of Norwayis severelyaffectedby acid precipitation,
acidificationof surfacewaters and loss of fish population. In the Birkenes
IP catchment(Figure4) precipitationand runoff flow and chemistryhave been
IP measuredin detail since 1972with the aim of describingand quantifyingthe
chemistryof acidifiedwaters (Christophersenet. al., 1982, 1984).
IP
40 Birkeneslies at 200 - 300 m above sea level about 15 km north of
Kristiansand,near the southernmosttip of Norway. The 0.41 km2 catchmentis
semi-circularin shape and drained by two first-orderstreams that combineto
form a second-orderstream 150 m above the catchmentoutflowweir. Relief is
up to 100 m over 600 m distancewith graniticoutcropson the ridge tops and
411 moraine or peat depositsin the low lying areas. The vegetationis
characterizedby mixed coniferousforest,and about half the catchmenthas a
soil depth less than 20 cm.
111.
IP Plyaliton
ID The Plynlimonstudy area lies in mid-Wales,(Figure5), and consistsof
two sub-catchments,the upperWye catchmentand the upper Severn catchment.
The Wye catchmentis used for sheep grazingand the Severncatchmenthas been
extensivelyforestedwith spruce and larch from 1930 onwards. These two
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CAMS,
differentland uses provide the basis for an ideal comparativestudy and
detailedhydrologicaland water quality data has been collectedfor the past
ten years. The wide varietyof stream acidity for differentparts of the
catchmentis reflectedin Figure 6 which shows how the pH varieswith land use
(Newson,1984). In the forestedSeverncatchment(Afor Hore and Afon Hafren)
storm events generateacidic runoff. In the grassedWye catchmentacidity
levelsare much more stable and higher in value due to limingof the land and
the presenceof calciumcarbonaterich sedimentsderivedfrom lead mining.
However,this part of Wales is also subject to significantloads of deposited
sulphur (Barrettand Irwin, 1984)in which 30% of the load is of non-marine
origin and it is to assess and model this aspect and the interactionwith the
forest that we are primarilyconcernedhere.
5. TIMESERIESANALYSISOF CATCHMENTDATA
LochDee
In Loch Dee an extensiverecord of hydrologicalwater quality data has
been collectedover a five year period (Loch Dee Project,1982,Langan, 1984).
Our analysishas been restrictedinitiallyto a time seriesmodel relatingflow
to hydrogen ion concentrationfor the White Laggan sub-catchment. The White
Laggan is subject to episodicacidification,primarilyattributedto
atmosphericinputs (Langan,1984).
The model fitted is an autoregressivemoving averagetype of the form
xk = - aixk_i + bouk (10)
where xk is the hydrogenion concentration(peql-1) and uk is the flow
(m3sec-1)in the stream at time k.
The parametersal and 150were estimatedusing the time series algorithm
referred to previouslyand applied to 200 hourly observationsof pH and flow.
The parameterswere estimatedto be;
al • - 0.680
bo = 0.659
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and Figure 7 shows the simulatedhydrogenconcentrationagainst the observed
concentration. A remarkablygood fit to the data is obtainedwith 93% of the
varianceexplainedand suggeststhat 10"ionand flow are closelyrelated.
However a true test of the model would be to use an additionaldata set; data
is currentlybeing collectedfor this purpose. The model suggeststhat there
is a mean responsetime (T) of 2.6 hrs where
1
In other words the mean responsetime between flow and hydrogen
concentrationis of the order of 2.6 hours, a very short period of time.
(N.B. This does not necessarilymean that the mean residencetime is on such a
short time scale; it merelyreflectsthe fast responsetime betweenoutput
flow and hydrogen ion concentration). The gain of the system can be
determinedas
0.659Gain o (12)
1 + al 1 - 0.68
o 2.06
In other words an increaseof 1 m3 sec-1(orcumec)inflow is associated
with aconcentrationincreaseof 2.06 Ueq I-1 of hydrogenions in the stream
water. Thus using this model and assumingbufferingreactionsdo not affect
the relationship,a major storm of 50 cumecswould be requiredto increasethe
hydrogen ion concentrationabove 100 peg 1-1 (ie below a pH of 4). However
flows of 5 cumecs and more are common,suggestingthat hydrogen ion
concentrationsabove 10 ueq 1-1 (ie below a pH of 5) will be frequent.
From a managementpoint of view the model demonstratesthat even a very
simple dynamic representationcan be used to predicthydrogenion concentration
and supports the view that, for the relativelyhomogeneousWhite Laggan
catchment,a simple hydrologicalmodel should suffice. (N.B. Althoughthe good
correlationbetween flow and hydrogenion concentrationhas been obtainedthis
should not be used to imply causality. It cannot be deduced that stream
acidity is directlycausedby hydrologicalprocessesrather than by pollutant
inputs.)
bo
4 .
2.
20. 31. 20.
Time (Hours)
Fig.7. Simulated and Observed H+ion in the White Laggan, Loch Dee, Scotland,
based on the Flow model.
Birkeaes
In the case of Birkenesthe aim of the modellingfrom a management
viewpointis to predicthydrogenion and aluminiumconcentrationssince these
are of primary importancein establishingthe impact of stream acidityon
aquatic ecology. The data used here consistof daily flow (m3 sec-1) and
hydrogen, sulphate,aluminium,calciumand magnesiumion concentrations
(peq 1-1) for a 90 day period from
Septemberto November, 1974.
The data for the BirkenesCatchmenthave already been subjectedto
significantmodellinganalysis. Christophersenet. al. (1982, 1984)developed
a two compartmenthydrochemicalmodel based on the mobile anion concept. Early
work has also been done on time series analysisof precipitationand runoff
data (SW6ppaand Holm, 1975). The currentanalysisdraws on the work of
Christophesenet al. but again uses the times series optimizationapproachto
estimate model parameters. Initialtime series analysisshowed that the flow
peaks in the BirkenesCatchmentintroducehighly non-linearbehaviour. In
order to achieve stable parametervalues these peaks have been removedin our
analysis using a simple threshold. It is assumed thereforethat peak flows
above 7 mm/day by-pass the catchmentmodel and take no part in the water
quality reactions;hydrogenion concentrationis thereforea functionof the
remainingflow moving throughdifferentflow pathways. This reflectsthe
observationthat hydrogenion release is limitedon high flow.
As in the case of Loch Dee a time series model of the form of equation
(10) was fitted to the data initially. The response (Figure 8) indicates
that again the model output follows the observedhydrogenion concentration
although the model fit is generallynot as good as the Loch Dee model with only
64.9% of variancebeing explainedby the model. Of particularinterestis that
the model does not reproducethe first flush of hydrogenions followingthe•
first storm event. This is reflectedin the parameterestimatesfor b which
shows a significantrise in this period (seeFigure 9), and consequentlyit is
necessary to modify the model to incorporatethe sulphatecomponent. Figure 10
shows the effect of includingsulphatein the model. The estimateequationin
this case is;
xk 0.45 xk_1 + 2.62 ul,k + 0.045 u2,k
where ul,k and u2,k refer to flow and sulphaterespectivelyat time k. The
effect of includingsulphateis now to reproducethe flushingeffect.
However, the recessionpart of the responseis still inadequatelymodelled.
60.
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Fig.8. Simulated and Observed H+ion in the Birkenes Catchment, Norway,
based on the Flow model.
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Fig.9. bo Parameter from the Flow model.
This is possiblydue to ion exchangereactions,in which hydrogenions displace
divalentmetal ions (142+)on sedimentsurfaces,which are not taken into
account i.e. NICH + 2H+speNICH+ 144where NICH is the notionalinterfacial
content for M2+ of a soil particle - analogousto the term 'adsorbed'(cf Neal
et. al., 1982). This relationshipcan be describedby an exchangeconstant
where
NICH [M24]
NICH [WIT
(14)
For the case where the cationexchangecapacityis large comparedwith the flux
of ions through the soil system 64241 [H]. Incorporatingthis factor into
the model gave
xk 0.38 + 2.38 uhk+ 0.13 u2,k- 1.12 u3,k (15)
where u3 /11.124"and the model responseis now close to the observedhydrogen
ion concentration(see Figure 11). The estimatedcoefficienton 42+ is - 1.12
suggestingthat hydrogenions are removedby the releaseof Ca and Mg and this
fits in with the expected chemicalbehaviour. The observedmodel now predicts
the observedhydrogen ion concentrationcloselyand consequentlythe time
series model, albeit a simplerepresentationof the system,gives an adequate
simulationof system behaviourwith 92.4% of the varianceexplainedby the
model.
The other key variableto predict in catchmentaciditystudies is
aluminium. Unfortunatelymodellingthe variationin water chemistryof this
element is difficultdue to the wide variety of complexspecies (hydroxy,
fluoride,organic etc. cf Driscollet.al. 1984; Seip et.al., 1984 )
present in the pH range of most naturalwaters. For example the pH
relationshipwith the A13+ and hydroxy Al species is shown in Figure 12. Also,
there is a wide variety of silicateand hydroxideparent/secondaryminerals in
the catchmentcapable of releasingaluminiumor precipitatingit from solution.
Howeverassumingaluminiumsolution,precipitationcan be describedfor
time series modellingpurposesby general reactionsof the type
31.1"+ Solidi •—•• Solid2+ A134.+ x1120± Si02
(16)
310 + Solidi Al34' + xf120 ± Si02
where silica concentrationsare bufferedin solution,eg by quartz solubility,
0 an equilibriumequationcan be derivedsuch that
[A13+1
A((ow), 4 204 ---:,Ae244 -_-,,P)n
0 K = (cf Christophersenet. al., 1984 for gibbsitesolubility)(17)
[114] 3
0
Given that aluminiumis complexedin naturalwaters,
Total Aluminium= Al3+ + A1(08)2++ Al(01.1)2++ A1(08)4 + EAlx
0
where EAlx is the sum of the non hydroxy aluminiumcomplexes(in the case
presentedhere this is mainly for oriano and fiuoride-aluminiumcomplexes).
Also since the chemicaland thermodynaMicdatalavailableis very limited,as a
first approximation,EA1x is taken as i'dependettof pH\and aluminium
1concentration. Thus
0 ki k2 k3 1
Total aluminium- EAlx = A13411 +
[1
(18)
0 01 [Er? [8+1
•
where ki, k2, k3 are equilibriumconstantsfor the reactions
ID
c t.,. Pik 4 _I' - . .? tWn 1)-• 1.41
0


Al3"+ H2ogm Al(oH)2.0.+ 214+ 	
Enc(corj i
TI-14- j
0 Al3++ 2H20ckal(OH)2++ 211+ (19)
0
Al3" + 4820110A1(0104-+ 414+
0 Rearrangingthe above equationsand incorporatingvalues for kl, k2, k3
0 providedby Truesdelland Jones (1974)gives - i
0 3(TotalAluminium- EA1x ) = bo (10-18 Del + urn [10] 2 4.10-15 76[101
0 + 1046
0 . bo 4841 A6,1 7
0 where hydrogenion concentrationsare given in ueq 1-1.
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Fig.10. Simulated and Observed eion in the Birkenes Catchment, Norway,
based on the Flow and Sulphate model.
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If this equilibriumrelationshipholds we would expect a plot of aluriniur
against hydrogen ion concentrationto be curvi-linear(actuallya cubic
relationship). However the plot of the observeddata shows a straightline
relationshipas shown in Figure 13. From the regressionline the intercepton
the y axis is 29.6 peq 1-1. Taking the simple regressionline as the model
betweenaluminiumand hydrogenion concentrationie
(TotalAl - 29.6)
 1.03 [e] (20)
the simulationof aluminium,as shown in Figure 14, is particularly
satisfactorywith 83.5% of the varianceexplained. Why this linear
relationshipis so satisfactorywhen the equilibriumtheorypredictsa cubic
relationshipbetween aluminiumand hydrogenion concentrationcan be explained
by three possiblefactors.
some other aluminiumsolubilityrelationshipsare operatingsuch that
the stoichiometricrelationshipis less than three;
The above assumptionsof constantsilica, organic carbon or fluoride
is an oversimplification(variationsin concentrationof at least an
order of magnitudeare required);
mixing of chemicallydistinctwater from differentcompartmentsin
the catchmentis masking the equilibriumrelationshipsfor individual
compartments. Thus it is necessaryto move to a processbased model
(eg. Christophersenet. al., 1982)in order to adequately
differentiatebetweenchemicalan.:hydrologicalfactors.
Althoughequation 20 could be rewrittenin the form
Total aluminium
 Al3+ { }  where the term in bracketsincludes
expressionsfor aluminiumfluorideand carbon complexes,a cubic type
relationshipbetween total aluminiumon hydrogenion concentrationwould be
observed; hence the above explanationswould still be valid.
tiE.g7
AL
)
50.
C'.35 -t
:6.65 3A. 35
H ion (1,1eq/L)
Fig.13 Scatter diagram of AL versus 114ionfor the Birkenes Catchment, Norway
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Fig.14. Simulated and Observed AL in the Birlenes Catchment, Norway, based
on the H-fionmodel.
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Plyaleon
10
. The data from Flynlimonconsistsof weekly flow, sulphatealuminiumand
hydrogenion data for the Afon Hore and Afon Hafren catchmentsover a 45 week
period summer 1983 - spring 1984. The same approachof relatingflow to
10
hydrogenion concentrationhas been followedalthough,becausecatchment
responseis much faster than the weekly samplingrate, only the 1,0parameter
10 need be estimated. Model equationswere estimatedas follows;
Afon Hafren xlc = 1.75 ul.k
Afon Hore xk = 1.34 uloc
where xk is the hydrogenion concentration(11eql-1) and ulocis the flow
(cumecs)at time k.
10
The variancesexplainedby the models are 65.4%and 66.8% respectivelyand
this was improvedslightlyto 69.3%and 71.9% respectivelyby introducing
sulphateinto the model. The models in this case were estimatedas;
10
Afon Hafren xk • 1.26 ul.k+ 0.09 u20(
Afon Hore xk = 1.22 uhk+ 0.026 u20(
10
where u2.kis the sulphateconcentration(iseql-1).
10
10 Figures 15a and 15b show the model simulationfor the two catchmentsand
10	
in both cases a reasonablepredictionof hydrogen ion concentrationis
obtained. Howeverthe model simulationsare not as good as for the Loch Dee or
10 the DirkenesCatchmentsprimarilybecauseof the use of weekly data rather than
10 hourly or daily data. This is emphasisedby the values obtainedaroundweek 25
when peak hydrogen ion concentrationscorrespondwith low flows followingmajor
storm events. Using the storm flow values the peak hydrogenion concentrations
10 were reproduced.
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Fig.15a. Simulated and Observed eion in the River Hafren, Plynlimon, UK,
based on the Sulphate model.
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Fig.15b. Simulated and Observed 'Mon in the River Hore, Plynlimon, UK,
based on the Sulphate model.
ID
ID
ID In the case of aluminiuma scatterdiagramof aluminiumagainsthydrogen
ion concentrationsshows that the aluminium-concentrationinterceptis much
ID
-lower than Birkeneswith a level of 8.6 p eql 1 for the Alon Hafrenand 8.8 p
eql- for the Afon Hore. Fitting a model betweenhydrogenion concentration
411 and aluminiumgives the followingrelationships;
411
Afon Hafren (xk - 8.6) a 1.085ul,k
Afon Hore (xk - 8.8) a 1.338ul,k
ID
where xk is the aluminiumconcentrationand uhkis the hydrogenion concen-
IP
-1tration,p eql .
The modelsexplain 76% and 802 of the observeddata respectively
40	 suggestingthat even with weekly data the model is providinga reasonable
simulationof streanwaterchemistry. Figures 16a and 16b show the model
411 simulationsfor the two catchments.
411
6. CONCLUSIONS
41 Firstly,successfulcharacterisationof streamwateracidity and aluminium
4111	 concentrationsusing relativelysimple time series models can be achievedfor a
wide range of catchmentsand samplingfrequencies. In contrastto conventionalIP
modellingapproaches,model structurecan be identifiedin a systematicmanner
40 and parametersestimateddirectedfrom observedstreamflowand water chemistry
ID data. Since parametersare obtainedwithin a recursiveframeworkthe time
variationin parameterestimatescan be investigated. Such variations
highlightprocesschangessuch as the flushingeffect in the Birkenes
Catchment.
ID The model resultssuggest that flow dominatesthe releaseof hydrogenions
for many catchmentsand emphasisesthe need for hydrogicalmodellingprior to
detailedprocessmodel development. It is essentialto know the residence
ID times associatedwith differenthydrologicalcompartmentsin order to
41 adequatelypredictwater chemistrychanges. Whilst flow and hydrogenion
concentrationsare closely linked in the catchmentsstudiedthis does not mean
that this will always be so. For example a similaranalysisof data from the
ID StorgamaCatchmentin Norway (Christophersenet al., 1984)has shown that a
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Fig.16b. Simulated and Observed Aluminium in the River Hore, Plynlimon, UK,
based on the 14-ion model.
40 simple flow - hydrogenion relationshipdoes not exist. The situationis
40 furthercomplicatedby the snot/meltassociatedwith the StorgamaCatchment.
Thus whilst time seriesanalysisis extremelyvaluableearly on in a modelling40 study it will not always be applicable.
41
41 A crucial factor in any modellingstudy is having data at a suitable
samplingfrequency. The time series models show that it is progressivelymore
41 difficultto reproducecatchmentbehaviouras the samplingfrequencyincreases
41
41 A common problemwith modellingcatchmentsis the extent to which
hydrologicalcomplexityis required. Our analysissuggeststhat relatively
41 simple hydrologicaldescriptionswill often suffice. Given typicalerrors of
41 102 on hydrologicaland chemicaldata it is unlikelythat very detailed
41 mechanisticmodels can be justifiedfor managementapplicationsexcept in
circumstancessuch as a highly heterogeneouscatchmentin which a particular41
zone or layer has a disproportionatelysignificanteffect on catchment
41 quality. A time series analysisof the data will generallyrevealany
41 significantproblemswith the catchmentand is recommendedas an efficient
means of analysingdata prior to more complexmodellingstudies.
41
41 An extensionof the 'black-box'time series analysisapproachwhich
4/	 providesa link to more complicatedprocess models is the techniqueknown as
the extended Kalman filter (Jazwinski,1970). This is currentlybeing applied
41 to the Birkenesdata to providefurther insight into aluminiumspeciationand
41 is probablyapplicableto other aspects of modellingcatchmentacidity.
41
Additionalcatchmentsstudieshave been establishedrecentlyby Stoneret vz
41 al. (1984)and will provideadditionaldata with which to test models.
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APPENDIX4
PREFERENTIALDISCHARGEOF POLLUTANTSDURING SNOWMELT IN SCOTLAND
Introduction
Work in Scandinavia has shown that at the onset of spring snowmelt there
can be a marked deterioration in the water quality of snow-fed streams
(Skartveit and Gjessing,1979; Johannessen and others, 1980) caused by
the preferential discharge of pollutants stored in the snow pack. This
increase is associated with an increase in acidity which is known to
have a serious effect on aquatic organisms; the spring snowmelt occurs
at a time which is critical for the hatching stage of salmonid fish
species (Johannessen and Henriksen, 1978). The level of acid precipita-
tion in Scotland is comparable to that in Scandinavia (Fowler and others,
1982) so that there will be a similar amount of pollution in the snowpack.
Since snow is an important part of the hydrological cycle in the upland
parts of Britain a significant decrease in stream water quality could take
place during snowmelt in this country. However, as we explain below, the dif-
ferent hydrological and meteorological conditions in Britain mean that it
is impossible to predict a priori that this will occur. Hitherto there
has been no direct evidence of a deterioration in water quality during
snowmelt in Britain although fish kills at the time of snowmelt have been
recorded in south Scotland (Newland, pers. comm.). This paper describes
a three-fold increase in total dissolved load at the beginning of spring
snowmelt in an upland stream in Scotland and shows that it is by far the
most significant of the acute events occurring during the year.
When snow melts the first meltwater appearing at the bottom of the snow
column contains much of the dissolved load of pollutants of the snow.
This is because the impurities are concentrated on the surface of the
ice grains and in the liquid water held between them and may thus be easily
leached from the snow by the first meltwater which percolates through. The
effect of this preferential discharge of impurities on the water quality of
the catchment stream may be discussed in terms of a simple mixing model.
Let f be the flow of water released from a snowpack of average concentration
cav. The concentration, c, of the meltwater will vary from a maximum
value of cmax > c at the onset of melt to values much less than c in
av av
the last stages. A component f1 of the flow f travels rapidly over the
underlying surface and through pipes and macropores to the stream and may be
assumed to have the same concentration, c, as the metlwater. A second
41
11
11
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
component, fr travels more slowly through the soil and mixes with the soil
water before reaching the stream. When f1 reaches the stream the discharge
will rise from the base flow value f3 and the concentration will change
from the base flow concentration, c3,to (fIc + f3c3)/(f1 + f3). To simplify
the discussion, suppose that f1,f3 and c3 are constant in time. Then the
maximum concentration in the stream will be cpeak = (f1 cmax + f3c3)/(fl + f2)
and the relative magnitude of the concentration peak produced by the snow-
melt will be
	
n = fpeak = 1 4- maxI( c
	
c3 3
Clearly there will only be a marked peak with say n > 3 if both cmax/c3
and f1/f3 are sufficiently large.
The magnitude of the base flow depends on the thickness and hydraulic 41
conductivity of the organic and inorganic soils in the catchment and on
41the amount of water stored in them. Thus thin soils, impervious rock and
long periods of no rain or snowmelt lead to low values of f3. The magnitude of fl •
depends on the snowmelt rate and on the condition of the soil, which 41
controls the partition of f into "fast" and "slow" snowmelt components.
411
The concentration of the base flow depends on the average concentration of 41
the precipitation, e, the residence time of water in the soil and the 411
geochemical reactions occurring there. For a given input a thin organic
411soil on slowly-weathering impervious rock will produce the lowest values
of base flow concentration,c 5 The value of cmax will always be 413 .
several times that of cav at the onset of melt because of preferential 41
elution. However, cav will decrease from cav = e before the first melt
41episode of the season to values much less than this after the snow has
been leached by several melting episodes. Hence cmax 5will also decrease 

from c
	
>j toc <
	
max 41max  E.
411It is not suprising that peaks of pollution have been observed at the
onset of the annual snowmelt flood in some Scandinavian streams. In 41
these high mountain catchments the bulk of the snow accumulates during 41
the winter at sub-zero temperatures and is melted during a short period
40in the spring. There is a large snowmelt flood (f1>>23) and, since this
is the first snowmelt episode, cmax > C. The soils are thin, on a granite 41
bedrock, so c3 2=c. Thus c > c and the two conditions for a marked 41rax
pollution peak hold.
1111
1)7(1 + f3/f1]
40
ID
However, the pattern of snowmelt is different in Britain; it is usual411
for there to be several episodes of melting in a single winter, even
ID in the highest areas. Snowmelt floods do occur but not every year and
ID not necessarily during the first melt episode of the season. Therefore
the pollutants may be released in several small, unimportant events with,
say, n 1, rather than in one major surge as in the Scandinavian case.
411
40 Results and Discussion
411
As part of an investigation of the acute effects of acid rain in British
41 conditionspelectrical conductivity, stage and stream temperature were
411 measured at a gauging point 998 m above sea level in Ciste rthearad,a
corrie on the south-east side of Cairngorm Mountain. The catchmentID
defined by this gauging point has an area of 0.4 km' and a median height
IP of 1131 m. The soil consists of a thin organic mat overlying fairly
ID coarse-grained pink granite composed of quartz and red feldspar with a
little mica. The vegetation is sparse and typical of mountain tundra.411
The data were recorded at 20 minute intervals using an Institute of
Hydrology solid state logger throughout the period 19 October 1982 to
ID	 17 August 1983. The stage measurements were converted to discharge
using a calibration curve established by dilution gauging. The absolute
-3 3 -1
error in discharge is 2 5.10 m s . The conductivity data were
ID corrected to 25oC using the stream temperature measurements and are
411 precise to ± 5%. An empirical relation between electrical conductivity
at 7.5oCand total dissolved load was established for the stream. TheIP
relation is linear and gives total dissolved load values precise to ± 10%.
40 Figure 1 shows discharge and conductivity corrected to 25°C as a function
of time during the first major snowmelt event of the year. Noise is present111
in the discharge record because the stage WRS measured in mid-stream, not in
IP a stilling well. The average value of conductivity before the melt is 21
_1
LAScm . The peak in conductivity comes very quickly after the onset of
-
melt with a maximum value of 63 uS cm1 . The ratio of these two values, the41
maximum concentration factor, is n = 3.0. The second and third peaks in
discharge are both larger than the first peak but produce far smaller peaks
in conductivity. This is clear evidence of preferential discharge of
pollutants at the onset of melt. The measurements of the pollutant levels
in the snow before and after the melt support this.
ID
At the onset of melt the average water equivalent of the snowpack was
22.5 cm, which is equivalent to an average snow depth over the catchment
_3
of 45 cm using the average snow density of 500 kg m . Samples of snow
_3
taken before the melt had an average total dissolved load of 20 g m ,
which is the same as the average total dissolved load of fresh snow
samples. Thus the pollutant load in the snow per unit area before melt
_2
was a 4.6 g m . After the first melt episode, which lasted two days,
4.3% of the snow had melted but 7.8% of the load had been discharged to
the stream. By the end of the third episode, after 24 days, 80% of the
snow had melted and 86% of the load had been removed. Samples of snow
taken at this time had a total dissolved load of 12 g m , equivalent to
_2
an average pollutant load of "1-'0.6 g m for the average snow depth of
9 cm.
The maximum concentration factor n = 3.0 for the stream water is higher
than the maximum value of 2 found by Johannessen and others (1977) for stream
water in two catchments of similar area (0.98 km2 and 0.56 km2) in Norway.
However, since their water samples were taken daily this may be an under-
estimate of the true maximum. Since f3/f1 = 0.2 at the time of the
concentration peak (Fig.1) equation (1) gives an estimate of cmmx/c, x 3.4 Since
c3 > cav the maximum concentration factor for the meltwater cmax/cav is
certainly greater than 3.4. The range of values of c /c found for melt-m
ax av
water in field and laboratory experiments is 3 - 7 (Johannessen and others
1977; Johannessen and Henriksen,1978; Colbeck, 1981). Since equation (1)
does not take any account of dispersion processes within the catchment it
is likely that the meltwater had a maximum concentration factor towards the
upper end of this range. The wide variation in the maximum concentration
factor in the laboratory experiments may be attributed (i) to variation in
the vertical distribution of the impurities in the snow with a higher
factor occurring if the impurities are concentrated near the base of the
column (Colbeck, 1981) and (ii) to variation in the type of impurities,
since not all ions are leached from snow at the same rate. A high concen-
tration factor in the first spring meltwater in Ciste Mhearad is quite
possible since previous minor snowmelt episodes may have produced a higher
concentration of impurities at the base of the snowpack.
Figure 2 shows the conductivity and discharge of the streamfor the whole
of the 10 month period. The range of the variables during each day is
shown as a vertical line. There is a slow increase in the base level of
conductivity during the autumn and winter when the discharge is
very low and sustained by slow drainage of the soil and a decrease
from March onwards when the streamflow is much larger and is fed
by meltwater from leached snow. Small peaks are associated with
autumn rain storms in November and minor snowmelt events during
December and January. There is a small peak associated with the
start of the second major snowmelt period in early May. Clearly
the peak during the first snowmelt period in early March, which
is shown in detail in Figure 1, is the most significant event in
the year.
The minor snowmelt peaks during the winter illustrate how pollu-
tants may be released in several unimportant surges in British
conditions. Although c Z E and the ratio c /c is probably
av max 3
quite high the discharge record shows that f1/f2 s 1. Hence the
maximum concentration factor n is only about 1.5 for these peaks.
The effect of the slow snowmelt component f2 can be seen in the
slow rise in the base level of conductivity c3 as the soil water
gains pollutants from the snow.
The minor peaks in May illustrate the effect of snowmelt when
C is low and c3 high. Here the discharge record shows f1»f3av
but the ratio crax/c3 is too small for a large peak to be
produced despite the fact that preferential elution still occurs.
A high snowmelt discharge in June produces no peak at all in
conductivity so by this time c
For most of the year conditions in Ciste Mhearad may be taken as
representative of these in areas of similar altitudes, vegetation
and bedrock. The catchment faces southeast so melt rates will be
a little higher than these in north facing areas. However, there
is an unusually high rate of deposition of wind blown snow in this
catchment. Snow persists later into the year than in most other
areas of the Cairngorms. Thus the data from October to May may be
taken as applicable to other areas, whereas the summer snowmelt in
June and July is a special aspect of the hydrology of Ciste Mhearad.
The field data from Ciste Mhearad show that even under British
weather conditions a three-fold increase in the level of pollution
in a stream can occur during snowmen. We have explainedwhy this 41
may not happen in every year or in every upland catchment. Never- 41
theless,aquatic organismsare clearly at risk at the onset of 41
snowmen in this country.
41
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, Figure 1 Conductivity and discharge during the first major
snowmelt event.
	
Figure 2 Daily range of conductivity and discharge from October 1982
to August 1983.
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